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- Oct 3-4, 2005
- Alexandria, VA
- 1st ballot for TSB-155 closed
- 1st ballot for ‘568-B.2-10 closed
- comment review process ongoing
- ‘568-B.2-11 approved for publication
Status of TSB-155

• 1st ballot for TSB-155 closed
• Teleconference held to address ~30 comments pending resolution
• 30-day ballot requirements not met
• ballot resolution will continue at interim meeting scheduled for December 6-8
• objective to re-balloot after interim
Status of ‘568-B.2-10

- 1st ballot for ‘568-B.2-10 closed
- Approximately 40 pages of comments pending resolution
- Ballot resolution will continue at interim meeting scheduled for December 6-8
- Objective to re-ballot after interim
Availability of Drafts

- Drafts of TSN-155 and ‘568-B.2-10 will be forwarded to IEEE when ballot requirements are satisfied
Status of ‘568-B.2-11

Approved for Publication: SP-3-4426-AD11

Specification for Increased Diameter of 4-Pair UTP and ScTP Cables

“The requirement in clause 4.3.3.4 of TIA/EIA-568-B.2 shall be revised as follows:

The diameter of the completed cable shall be less than 9.0 mm (0.354 in)*.”

* previously 6.35 mm (0.25 in.)
Next TIA Meeting

December 6-8, 2005

Safety Harbor, FL
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